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Since K to 12 Program set the high standards in teaching, the students at this time deserve creative teaching instructions.

Creative teaching instruction lies on the teacher. The effort that teachers may apply in the delivery of the lessons, skills, and knowledge in the class depends on the efforts of the teacher. Why not give the best and show what is creative in the teaching instruction,

Creative teaching instruction uses attractive instructional materials. Varied instructional materials can make a creative teaching. These have artistic designs that are pleasing and enticing to the eyes of the learners in the class.

Creative teaching instruction involves active students' participation. The active and vibrant participations of the students make the teaching instruction creative. There are activities in the class that are inspired by arts and imaginations which are educational.

Creative teaching instruction utilizes technology. The usage of software technology revitalizes the teaching instructions by means of presenting slides, clips, videos and stories that are dealing with the lesson the curriculum.
Creative teaching instruction goes out of the classroom. Staying in the four corners of the classroom is not enough for learning. Going to various ancillary places in the school is worth-doing for they are exposed to other facilities of learning.

Creative teaching instruction lets the students assume roles in the class. By having role plays, reporting, and other forms of performance tasks in the class, the students may learn to assume roles. Having different kinds of classroom activities and by having different role portrayals, the instruction becomes creative.

Teachers may think of more ways to achieve creative teaching instructions and these are all beneficial to the students.
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